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Holland Elected President
Of HobarU William Smith

Albert E. Holland

Social Evaluation Results
•To Be Published in. May
several months of planning,
the Senate last Saturday distributed
its long-waited questionnaire designed to evaluate the social beHavior of Trinity students. The distribution of this questionnaire
marks the end of \he first step in
the Senate's extensive project
which is scheduled for completion
In May,
The project originated from suggestions to the Senate by members
of the student body and was first
undertaken at a Senate Committee
meeting in late November. A small
committee was formed and instructed by the Senate to arrive at
some initial specifications and
recommendations. During January
a preliminary questionnaire was
formulated, presented as a pilot
study to a small sample of Trinity students, and afterwards revised. The Senate then formally
voted to conduct the evaluation and
granted $1100 for its finance. Subsequently, several senators have
worked unceasingly to complete the
publication and final distribution
of this questionnaire.
The Senate sponsors this evaluation with the expressed desire
of giving the Trinity population a
hard and critical look at itself,
the first since the UNDERGRADUATE EVALUATION of 1962. Although the latter was broader in
scope, the Senate has presently
chosen to give the College a
closer and more comprehensive
appraisal of its undergraduates.
The UNDERGRADUATE EVALUATION of 1962, for example, attained national and local Importance through write-ups in the New
York TIMES and local newspapers
and has frequently guided deci-,
sions in many areas of the College since then. Noting the , potential of the instrument which
the student body has in its hands
at the present time, the Senate
asks for a thoughtful and candid
completion of the questionnaire
by Tuesday, March 1st. A par-

ticipation of close to 100% is absolutely necessary for the assurance that results will yield a true
picture of the Trinity undergraduate.
Because of the large volume of
data involved, it will be necessary to use a computer for the compilation of correlations and preliminary results. The IBM cardpunching will begin on March 10th,
and the computer analysis will
begin on March 24th. With final
machine results expected back by
April, the Senate will start its
analysis during Spring Vacation
and publish a booklet containing
the results of the project by May
30th.

Albert E. Holland, vice president of the College, was elected president of Hobart and William Smith Colleges of Geneva,
New York, last Friday. Merle
A. Gulick, chairman of the
Board of Trustees of the two
colleges,
made the announcement following Friday's meeting
of the Board.
Mr. Holland, a member of the administration since 1946, has been
vice president since 1957.
He will succeed the Rev. Dr.
Louis M. Hirshson, who retires
in June after ten years as president of Hobart. Dr. Hirshson also
came from Hartford, where he was
Dean of Christ Church Cathedral
when elected to this present post
In 1956.
• ""
Mr. Holland will take over his
new post July 1. His formal Inauguration will be held early In the
academic year.
Discussing his feelings on leaving the College, Mr. Holland said:
"I regret leaving Trinity College where over the last 20 years
I have been a part of such challenging projects and where I have
had such interesting associations.
I will also miss Hartford which
has become my home town where I
have close friends and where there
are many people Iadmlre tremend-r
ously.
•
,
"However, the position at Hobart
and William Smith Colleges, where
President Hirshson, Mr, Gulick,
the other Trustees, the faculty and
administration have accomplished
so much in the last ten years, offers a unique, exciting and very
worthwhile opportunity. I look forward to going to Geneva with enthusiasm and anticipation."
On learning of Mr. Holland's appointment, Dr. Albert C. Jacobs,
president of the College, noted:
"Mr. Holland has served his college and the community with distinction and devotion. His contributions to both have been countless.
Those of us who have been fortunate
to work closely with him have a

deep respect for his ability and
wisdom, his boundless energies
and his proven qualities of leadership. Although we regret that" he is
leaving Trinity, we are proud that
he has been chosen to head a sister
college."
Hobart, founded in 1822, Is the
oldest college in America affiliated with the Episcopal Church.
Trinity, also affiliated with that
faith, was founded in 1823. Hobart
College for men has a coordinate
college for women. William Smith,

founded in 1908. It Is non denominational.
Dr. Hirshson in his comment on
Mr. Holland's election said, "I
am very happy to 'turn over the
reins' to Albert Holland's capable
hands. This is not a trite, formal
phrase; it comes'from the heart. I
have known Mr. Holland for 20
years, personally and professionally. I have both 'seen with mine
eyes' and learned from others of
his unusual competence In a
(Continued on Page 6)

267 Make Dean's List,
College Average 6.965
A record.of 267studentsjnadethe
Dean's List for the past term,
including 88 seniors, 81 juniors,
49 sophomores, 48 freshmen, and
one fifth year engineering student.
In addition, 33 men made averages of 10.0 or higher including Peter S. Heller '67 with a
12.0, the highest average in the
College.
The overall College average for
last term, abased on ilQO" students was .6; 96 5 or over .5. above
last year..- Resident students surpassed those living off campus
by almost .5 points, thus reversing last year's trend. Also different from last year was the rankIng of unmarried students above
those who,are married by .3 points.
Fraternity members, with an
overall average of 6.848 fell below
independents (including Brownell
Club) whose average reached
7.065. Individually the fraternities were ranked as follows:* <

Phi Mu Delta, 7.770; PI Kappa Alpha, 7.490; ThetaXi, 7.323; Delta
Kappa Epsllon, 7.005; Delta Phi,
6.663; Alpha Chi Rho, 6.650; Delta
Psi, 6.607; Sigma Nu, 6.574; Psi
Upsilon, 6.517; Phi Kappa Psi,
6.492; and Alpha Delta Phi, 6.080.
Brownell Club had an average of
7.485.
Also at the end of last term, 65
students, 32 of whom were freshmen were on academic probation
and, 11 upper classmen were required to withdraw from: the college for academic reasons. As a
result of various withdrawals and
re-admissions, 1095 students registered for this term as undergraduates, while 449 registered
as graduate students, bringing total
enrollment to 1590.
All students registered in a total
of 271 class sections for a total
section enrollment of 4Bt>5 for
the term.
' :
••
Those on the Dean's List are :
listed on page 5.
,

'OEO Stimulates Great
Social Change'-Ornati
There are great social changes
taking place in this country, and
many are caused "by the -worriers In the Office of Economic
Opportunity," said Dr. Oscar Ornati, chief of the economic planning division of the government
agency.
Speaking before a large audience
in the Goodwin Theatre Wednesday, Dr. Ornati found that these
changes are being brought about
by the national shock of discovering affluence in America, particularly evident in Professor John
Galbraith's book. "The Affluent
Society." The "automation scare,"
the "drop-out concern" and the
civil rights "revolution" have
also added to the social changes,
he noted.
Most important, however, in the
new American social awakening
has been the "discovery", since
1958, of poverty in the country.
"Why," Dr. Ornati asked, "is there
a persistence of poverty in a rich
society" even after the welfare
programs initiated in the 1930's?

The primary
reason for socalled permanent poverty in the
nation is the fact that most of
the really poor are, completely
out of the market, not just unemployed, he stated. To get unemployment or old age insurance,
he noted, a man must have been
employed. As a result most of the
nearly $50 billion spent annually
on welfare goes not to the very
poor but to the "middle-class*!
poor.
To reach those not covered by
present welfare schemes and to
educate the poor on the opportunities available to them is one
of the primary objectives of the
poverty programs, emphasized
Ornati, To accomplish this end,
programs within the Office of Economic Opportunity combine new
ideas with those dating back to
the "new deal."
Such.: programs as the Job Corps
and business and agricultural loans
are/ old, he noted, but the large
amounts: spent on building up a
(Continued on Page 7)

FOUR PROFESSORS PROMOTED. President Albert C. Jacobs
has announced the promotions of (clockwise from upper left)
Chester H. McPhee and Robert E. Shu Its to associate professorships of physical education, Borden W. Painter, Jr. '58 to an
assistant professorship in history, and Dr. Constantine N. Michalopoulos to an assistant professorship of economics.
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Old and New Combine in Art Show
by David Lloyd

sented medium in the exhibition, ful art created by people who
The. nineteenth annual Scholas- but what little there is is re- are ass yet just beginning. To see
tic Art Awards Exhibition of Con- flective and penetrating. The out- people of such young age producnecticut high school student's standing photographer must be ing work with the sophistication
work, sponsored by the Hartford Ricardo Clement of New Haven. and skill of artists many years
Courant, is showing at Austin Arts His Negro portraiture is inci- their seniors is astounding. OrCenter. The exhibition contains sive and provocative, compliment- iginality and personal style are
only now beginning to develop,
paintings, graphics, sculpture, ing his technical skill.
' The Scholastic Art Awards Ex- but the development is based upon
crafts, and photography.
The participants in the show dem- hibitipn Is full of highly success- a sound, strong foundation.
onstrate dynamic, exciting, and
creative learning In their works.
There is little dull or stultified
academic art here, rather, there
are progressive and imaginative
sparks in the air which tend to ImI'd-, *«,
press even the most critical observer.
, The paintings on exhibit are imbued with influences of the past and
present. More than once Cassatt,
Cezanne, Picasso, and Sloan are
evident. Modified impressionism,cubism, and realism abound.
One young artist deserves special mention
here because of his
pleasing1 candor and observation.
Paul Rutkovsky of Norwich Free'
Academy has submitted two excellent Blue Ribbon opaque water
. colors. These are both along the' PARTICIPANTS in the Connecticut Scholastic Art Awards Exhibit demonstrate dynamic, exciting, and creative learning in their works.
lines of naturalism, portraying two
architectural scenes. His tech- There is little dull or stultified academic art here, rather there are! progressive and imaginative sparks in the air which tend to-impress
nique is nothing short of pure ex- even the most critical observer. (Hatch Photos)
'
i
cellence, embodying a rare sense
of coloration, design, and clarity.
JRutkovsky's style Is not revolutionary, but it Is solid and honest.
Appearing in exhibition for the
first time is Professor Mitchel
Pappas' son, Damon, with a fine,
freely painted water color seascape.
The exhibition Includes some superior works using the graphic
medis. of pen and ink, crayon,
wood cut, and pencil. Andrea Roth
combines cubism with crayon and ;
pastel to create a Blue Ribbon
winner. Her still-life with a watermelon and trumpet is a minor masterpiece of complementary color
and control of space and form.
An example of sheer technical
quality is a seascape~peneil~draw»—
ing by Joseph Kayan, picturing a
quiet New England harbor.
Sculptural works are unfortunately limited In number, yet those
which have, been: submitted are remarkable for their ingenuity. Tort
Morris' entry, a-small cubed plaster cast demonstrates Imagination
and novelty, Arthur Oxnard'swood
carving is another dramatic piece
effecting movement and plasticity
through gracefully, solidly carved
rhythmical muscles and features.
Crafts and design comprise a
fourth facet of the exhibition. Many
interesting designs for silverware,
containers, jewelry, and pottery
show the functional side of art.
In their endeavors to revolutionize the form of jewelry, for the
sake of novelty, the designers have
erred from a basic precept of 1ewelry design: practicality. Yet as
exhibition work, not for practical
use, even this minor fault may be
summarily dismissed.
An extension to design present
at the show is a selection of
beautifully illustrated books and
single pages In a , modified 14th
century, style. Paula Peterson's
Blue Ribbon Book is a combination of poetry and applied art
unified, to form a novel design.1
Photography is the least repre-

DKE Elections
The following have been elected
officers of the Alpha Chi chapter
of Delta Kappa Epsllon:
Charles Barringer '66, president; Michael McCrudden '66,
vice-president; Michael Billlngton '61, treasurer; John Smith
'67, steward; Thomas McGllvery
'67, social chairman; Colin Kaufman '68, recording secretary;
Philip Pennington '68, alumni and
corresponding secretary; Christopher. McCrudden '68, rush cochairman; Burnett Robinson '68,
rush co-chairman; Richard Pullman '68, house manager; Ray
Graves '67, IFC representative;
Thomas Auster '67, historlan/li> brarian; Steven Nuernberger '67,
intramural chairman; and Jay
Birnbaum '67, chaplain.

'66 Dodge Coronet
Shape up, budget-balancers. With
Dodge Coronet, you can afford to.
Here's an " i n " car with a new outlook for swingers. Coronet has everything you need to put fun back in
driving. Take Coronet's looks. Lots of

people have. Take the extras at no
extra cost: Outside rearview mirror.
Padded dash. Variable-speed wipers
and washers. Backup lights. Turn signals. Seat belts, front and rear.
They're all standard. And Coronet's

price? That's easy to take, too. So,
march on down to your nearest Dodge
Dealer's. See what the shouting is, all
about. Hot new Dodge Coronet for 1966.
DODGE DIVISION

See your Dodge Dealer now.
- WATCH "THE BOB HOPE CHRYSLER THEATRE" WEDNESDAY NIGHTS ON NBC-TV; CHECK YOUR LOCAL LISTINGS

CHRYSLER
MOTORS CORPORATION

r
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Glee Club, Wellesley Choir
To Perform Here Saturday
The College Glee Club together
with the Choir of Wellesley Col•lege under the direction of Dr.
Clarence Barber, associate professor of music here, and Dr.
William Herman of Wellesley will

NEW OFFICERS OF CERBERUS, an honor society of
"official hosts of the College," are, left to right, Stuart
M. Biuestone '68, vice-president; Dennis H. Farber '68,
president; and Sheldon Tilney
'68, secretary.

52 Compete
For Senate
As a result of last week's preliminary Senate elections, 52
aspirants will run for election
tomorrow in the final Senate elections.
..'•,..
Each class will select half the
number running on their ballot
to represent them, the rising seniors electing 16 senators, the juniors electing 12, and the sophomores electing eight.
Those running In the final elections for the class of 1967 include: William Bradbury, Frederic
Catoni, Culley Carson, Michael
Curcio, Robert Eblnger, Robert
Fowler, William Fox, JohnGalaty,
David Gerber, David Haight, Peter
Heller, Peter Henderson, Michael
Herbeck, John Hevner, John
Honiss, Penn Hughes, Ted Hutton,
•Douglas Jacobs, Lynn Kirkby,
James Oliver, Thomas Pastore,
William Pastore, Edward Prevost, Richard Ratzan, Theodore
Ruckert, Charles Sanders, Greig
Siedor, Grant Simpson, Richard
Stultz, Robin Tassinari, Robert
Webster, and Michael Weinberg.
Those to run for the class of
1968 include: Donald Barlow,
Stuart Biuestone, David Chanin,
William Danks, Samuel Elkins,
Daniel Goldberg, Alan Griesinger,
Glen Insley, Terry Jones, Peter
Kaufman, Robert King, Stanley
Kosloski, David Lauretti, George
McClelland, Richard Meloy, Keith
Miles, Douglas 'Mor'rill, Joseph
Perta, Stephen Peters, Lawrence
Roberts, Thomas Schott, Sheldon
Tilney, John Van Dam, and Richard Weingarten.
Running for the class of 1969
are; Michael Beautyman, Michael
Cleary, Jim Clair, John Cooper,
Carl Fridy, Haldy Gifford, Roger
Greenberg, Joe Hessenthaler, William Hough, Robert Kehoe, Lloyd
Kramer, Nicholas Melito, Tan
Platt, Barry Sheckley, Stephen
Soule,. and Dan Wrobleski. '

MARION'S
LUNCHEONETTE
Delicatessen • Catering
TO ALL OCCASIONS

be accompanied by the College
Orchestra conducted by Baird
Hastings, assistant professor of
music, In a special joint concert
dedicated to the late Ruth Kinney
on Saturday at 8:15 p.m. in the

Washington Room.
Mrs, Kinney, a native of Hartford and the wife of Ronald J.
Kinney '15, Was a^_c.onstant and
hard-working patron of the College Glee Club for many years,
following her own distinguished
career as a singer. She worked
to build an endowment for the
club, allowing the members ' to
take annual singing tours throughout the eastern half of the United
States.
The Saturday concert will feature a joint production of Haydn's "Lord Nelson Mass," a performance of Mozart's "Piano Concerto in A Major," with Jit Seng
Khoo '67 as soloist, and several
other pieces by the orchestra.

earn

ICE CREAM
* At least half the students working 13 weeks earned
$1500 or more. And here's what others earned . . .
even those working fewer weeks:

THE ALL NEW

WASHINGTON DINER,Inc.

or mere
a week.

Newest and Finest in New England
ORANGE JUICE
2 Eggs
Hash Brown Potatoes
Toast, Coffee

ORANGE JUICE
Ham, Bacon or Sausage
2 Eggs, Potatoes, Toast
Coffee-

65c

99c

1. BREADED VEAL CUTLET WITH SPAGHETTI
2. HALF* ROAST SPRING CHICKENS
3. SPAGHETTI AND MEAT BALLS
4.ROAST STUFFED NATIVE TURKEY
5. OPEN HOT ROXST BEEF OR HAM SANDWICH
6. BROILED PORK CHOPS, APPLE SAUCE

1.40
1.55
-95
1.55
1.25
1.55

1 oat ill 3 $ 1 3 3
earned or more a vmk.

1

«*i* «133
or more a wook.

FOR 750 MORE—- SHRIMP COCKTAIL, SOUP, DESSERT,
CHEF'S SALAD AND COFFEE SERVED WITH ABOVE
175 WASHINGTON STREET, NEAR PARK

Westvaco wants men
interested in starting
their careers before
military service

You can earn as much or more this summer . . .
and you need no sales experience/You're carefully trained and work on proven routes where
people have been buying Good Humor for years.
Everything supplied, free . . . there's nothing
to invest.

If you think impending military service
.
makes.your future too uncertain to consider
employment now—think again.
West Virginia Pulp and Paper is still
.
interviewing and. hiring graduates with these
commitments, so you can begin your
career before military service.
Sign up throughiyour Placement Office,
and speak with the Westvaco interviewer .
about career positions when he is on campus.

March 3

HOW TO QUALIFY FOR INTERVIEW
1. Minimum age 18.
2. Need a valid driver's license . . . and must be
able to drive a clutch transmission.
3. Be in good physical condition. .

REGISTER NOW
Ask your Summer Placement Director or Student
Aid Officer to schedule you for our campus visit.

West Virginia
Ftilp arid Paper

Just Over The Rocks
243 Zion Street

230 Park Ave., New York, N.Y. 100,17

OpenSeven
Days a Week
527-9644

An Equal Opportunity Employer. (M/F)
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EDITORIAL SECTION
TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 21, 1966

Molds

Support
The Campju>a..iliiesjL,.Driye i s the only charity drive
made at Trinity. It is the one corporate effort made by
Trinity students to assist worthwhile causes outside the
campus. It deserves your support.

Only An Hour
We heartily support the Senate in its current drive to
assess the social behavior of the Trinity student. The
present evaluation could be a bigger thing for Trinity than
the Course Evaluation four years ago, which received
national publicity. •
With" the cooperation of the entire student body, the
evaluation will succeed; without it, it will fail miserably.
Assured that the Senate will handle the results with the
caution which they will deserve, we encourage each student
to participate in the survey. It only takes an hour to fill
out the questionnaire, and the results could be phenomenal,
IF everyone participates.

tfrtjwift

EXECUTIVE BOARD
Editor-in-Chief
David Downes '67
News Editor
Timothy G. Brosnahan '67

,1 sympathize with B and G in Baer '68. That committee has
any efforts they make to main- been working with Mr. Tomat
tain the scraggly grass on cam- for a number of months on long
pus. But I see no reason why
To the Editor:
they should have to pick trash off range plans for Mather Hall.)
the ground or repair needlessly
Last Saturday the Senate ques- trampled sod. Visitors notice this
tionnaire was distributed to the kind of thing—even my friends I am appointing an Ad Hoc Comentire student body. We are ask- ' could not refrain from comment- mittee to consider andtorecomIng for total cooperation in filling ing on the condition of the campus. mend future improvements in the
out and returning this question- This is a nice place in the spring, decor, equipment and facilities
naire. We feel that this project, , mostly because the trees are leafy of the Mather Student Center.
similar to the Senate Undergrad- and some of the grass and weeds The unofficial, volunteer Comuate Evaluation, which attained are green, With a little effort it mittee that has been studying this
national prominence lour years could look passable all year 'round. matter should be invited to forward their findings and recommenago, will have a significant efdations to the Committee I am
fect upon the social life at TrinRichard H. Forbes '67 now appointing.
ity.
I want to make it clear that
We realize the length of the
no fund raising has been authorquestionnaire and the time reized for this project and that
quired for its completion, but we
none is contemplated within the
also realize the benefits to be To the Editor:
near future. We wish to develop
derived from the evaluation and
hope that the student body will I wish to commend Mr. Kelsey a carefully considered program
share our enthusiasm.
for his cogent recommendations for the future improvement of the
Since this is an • all-college on controlling the size of the Center so that necessary repairs,
evaluation, the Importance of student body in view of the new replacements and purchases as*
100% participation cannot be dorm postponement. These con- required will take place in an
stressed enough. It has been found trols seem to express a wonder- orderly manner and in conformity
in studies similar to this that the ful sense of the college commun- with an approved over-all plan.
The report of the Committee
small group which does not an- ity and a deep awareness of TrinShould be directed to the Presiswer the questionnaire is a sig- ity College aims.
nificant one with unique behavior- To be more specific, his plan dent who will then take such acal characteristics. We hope to to encourage more men to live tion as is deemed wise.
include this group in our study off campus is both practical and
With this in view I am naming
to insure an evaluation of all consistent with Trinity's long the following Committee; Leonard
Trinity students.
Standing conviction to a well in- R. Tomat, chairman, Dr. George
We would also like to stress the tegrated and close-knit college B. Cooper, Dean Roy Heath, Mr.
complete anonymity of the partici- community. This proposal also Dean H. Kelsey, Ernest. D.Snifpants. At no time will a person's lends generous support to the col- fen, President of Mather Hall
,
answer sheet be associated with lege ruling that new fraternities Board of Governors,
his name. A name sllprffust "be are hot to be built for housing,
Albert C. Jacobs
attached temporarily to determine because this would tend to alithose who have not responded enate students from the center
and to Insure collection of their of college life.
questionnaires. However, this Mr. Kelsey also places hope in
name slip will be destroyed upon another practical and expedient
(The following is a reply to
receipt of each questionnaire. Stu- area for control, namely the war George M. Boyd's letter in last
dents are asked to return the In Vietnam. Indeed, if the war
questionnaire booklet since this keeps on as well as it has, why week's TRIPOD from the Restudy will be conducted in future we can dispose of an impres- gistrar)
years.
sive number of students to the
Once again, we ask for the co- draft In no time. However, cauoperation of th'e entire student tion should be taken so as not to For the record on average class
body in this project. The ques- put all our eggs in one basket, size at Trinity (undergraduate):
tionnaires must be returned by as it were, since the war is beyond Year Avge. Class Avge. Class
March 1, but an earlier response our control. But there Is cerChristmas Trinity Term
tainly no harm done in hoping.
will be appreciated.
Term
Mr. Kelsey finally points out
that, "Boys leaving for academic
17.77
17.95
reasons won't eome back
as '65-'66
15.97
16.08
quickly, to put it mildly," a '64-'65
17.72
16.15
statement showing a sensitivity >63-'64
TO THE EDITOR:
19.00
J8.70
for problems of the individual '62->63
'61-'62
17.40
16.83
It takes just a bit of effort to student.
reach over the desk In a South To conclude, it warms my heart
Campus room to open the cur- to know that someone up there
T. Smith
tains and unlatch the window. But, takes a sincere interest in the
if you are really determined to individual student and in his ulchuck an empty sardine can or timate growth and development.
milk carton out the window, your It is men like Mr. Kelsey who
problems have only begun; be- foster the students' faith in the
cause of the angles of opening and statement so nobly expressed in
the tendency of the screens to EDUCATION FOR YOUR TIME;' The letter entitled "Inimical" and
close by themselves, you have "men feel they belong here, are signed ."Pvt. Mario Savio" %vhich
to be pretty ornery to choose needed here, in a responsible, appeared in the February 8 issue of
this method of trash disposal over mature way."
the TRIPOD has since been distile stuff shot you could make into
covered to be a fraud. The letter
the wastebasket four feet away.
Joseph Cohen '68 was signed with Savio's name and
mailed from Georgia, but investiI was visited by some good friends
gation has shown that Savio did not
last week, and I am sorry to say
actually write the letter. The TRII was embarrassed by the condiPOD extends its apologies to
tion of the campus. The South
Campus grounds are understandMessrs. Savio, Russo and Kaplan
ably unattractive at this time
(The following' memorandum for any unfortunate embarrassthis can be explained away. But was sent to Leonard R, Tomat, ments or repercussions which this
to my way of thinking, it takes director of Mather Hall, by letter, published in good faith,
only one soda can or one piece
caused.
of waste paper to mar inexcus- President Jacobs on February
ably the appearance of the place. 11. In an effort* to clear^ up
Of course, the Jones "quadrangle" some confusion caused by an
is a mess at best, but I under- article entitled, "Mather Hall
A recent questionnaire concernstand someone is going_to do to be Redecorated" which ap- Ing the TRIPOD, which was dissomething about that.' The area
tributed by the "Young Journasouth of Cook and Goodwin is muddy peared in the February 8 is- lists Association," was not sancsue
of
the
TRIPOD,
the
ediand ugly where new trails have
tioned by the TRIPOD, nor does
been blazed. But the best part of tors are printing this memo- the Young Journalists Associaall Is the view of the Long Walk randum. The "unofficial, vol- tion have any connection with the
from Cook Arch. The trash is not unteer Committee" mentioned TRIPOD. Unfortunately,
the
so bad there, but where the cable
poorly-constructed questionnaire
fence ends, the new trails be- by the President, was organiz- was assumed by many to have come
ed and created by Andrew N. indirectly from the TRIPOD.
gin, muddy and puddled.

Questionnaire

President Jacobs' recent announcement of a tuition
increase stated that "A major part of the increased income will be used for faculty purposes. Other budget items
to be increased include student services and appropriations
for student activities."
The faculty have heard about their salaries for next
year, but nobody seems to know, yet, how student services
will be improved. We suggest that the two' main areas of
consideration here should be dormitories and the student
center.
When students pay anywhere from $40 a month
(single room) to $160 a month (four-man suite) for their
accommodations, it would seem that dormitory services
could be vastly improved. The idea of hiring maids.to do
incidental daily cleaning: and to make beds seems not only
feasible, but also desirable. The' College once had maids
and a number of other men's colleges have them now. The
benefits of having women around the dormitories for, at
least part of the day, should be obvious to anyone interested
in gentlemanly conduct. In short, we have too many fatherimages around here, and not enough mother images.
With regard to the student center, a recent hassel
about the redecoration of Mather Hall points up two very
obvious points: Mather Hall needs to be redecorated and
the College, at present, has not seemed to have'the money
to do anything" about it. Dining and lounge facilities are
certainly part of student services, and if these were impro/ed in the near future it would be a step in the direction of improving facilities for independents and freshmen.

tTrimry

Letters to the Editor are welcomed from members of the College, and from those outside the
College community. All letters for publication must be typed, double-spaced, submitted by the
Friday before publication, and signed, although names may be withheld. Letters should be as
short as possible, preferably not more than 500 words. Publication of any letter is at the discretion of the editors.
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Dean's List for Christmas Term
IV
Alexander, Bruce
III
Andersen, J. P.
Anderson, David
m
IV
Armentano, Phillip
IV
Atwood, Peter
Baer, Andrew
n
Barns, G. Stewart
in
II
Barrante, William
Barrett, E. C, in
IV
Bartko, Maxim
in
Bartlett, Edmund
IV
II
Basch, Donald
Bassen, Michael
IV
Bausek, Gerald
IV
Baynard, Ernest
IV
IV
Beaudin, Raymond
Beers, Thomas
IV
Behrend, A. J.
n
Bellows, Paul
II
Bent, George
IV
Bernstein, Jay
i
B l l l i n g t o n , M . 0 . . in
Bishop, Donald
in
Boas, Robert
in
Bodner, Bruce
IV
Bosch, Albert
ni
Bradbury, W. H.
in
Brainerd, Timothy
n
IV
Braun, W. J. C.
Braver, Peter
i
Brewer, Jessee
in
Brown, John
IV
Brundage, Walter
in
Cantrell, David
in
Card, Daniel
i
Carius, Michael
i
Carlson, Douglas
in
Carlson, Richard
IV
Carlson, William
IV
Caulkins, Horace
in
Chang, Peter
n
Cogoli, John
II
Connolly, William
IV
Connors, Joseph
i
Costello, Paul
n
Craft, John
in
Crapo, Paul
IV
Craven, Robert
in
Craver, David
in
Cudd, Robert .
n
Cummings, Harold
in
Dawes, Michael
IV
DeLeeuw, Paul
m
Diamant, Steven
IV

Dickey, William
n
Dickstein, Barry
n
DiCola, Perry
ni
Dierman, Jeffrey
iv
Diner, Ronald
iv
Dinkier, Charles
in
Dombroski, John
ni
Draper, Paul
IV
Duckworth, Patrick
iy
DuVivier, Paul
n
Ebinger, Robert
m
Eckert, William
in
Edelman, Stuart
n
Edmonds, Paul
iv
Edwards, Charles
m
Egan, Raymond
ni
Egleston, Robert
iv
Ehrenberg, Peter
i
Eliot, Stephen
in
Elliott, Stephen
" n
Elstein, Allen
III
Evarts, Melvin
IV
Farrell, Alan
iv
Flynn, Richard
- iy
Fox, Jeffrey
in
Franklin, William
ni
Galaty, John
m
Gall, Martin
iv
Garrett, Donald
iv
Gerber, David
ni
Getzendanner, T.
n
Glahn, Wilbur
i
Goldberg, Daniel
n
Goodrich, Carl
iv
Gordon, A. Rand
i
Greenfield, R.
i
Greenspon, B. A.
n
Griesinger, A.
n
Grossi, Peter
i
Gulley, Philip
ni
Gulotta, T. S.
iv
Hansen, M. Christian
iy
Hart, Thomas
. iy
Hatch, Gerald
i
Heffner, Henry
iv
Heller, Peter S.
ni
Henry, Thomas C.
iy
Hershey, J. P.
i
Hesford, Walter
tI
Hessenthaler, J.
i
Hicks, Alfred
m
Hoffman, Joshua
m
Hoffman, Richard
i
Holoff, Richard
n

Honiss, John
I I I
Hopkins, Paul
H I
Hourihan, Joseph
I V
Howard, C. B. H
Hubbard, David
m
Hurlock, Edward
i v
Igou, Van Bevan
I V
Jackson, Cary W.
I V
Jacobini, C. B.
I l l
Jacobs, Douglas
I I I
Jaffee, Bennett
I I
Jakielo, James
I
Jansen, Thomas
I V
Jenkins, Robert
I I I
Johnson, Robert A.
I V
Jue, Kenneth
i n
Kairis, Alexander
n
Kaplan, James
n
Kaufman, Peter
n
Keller, Peter
i
Kelly, Thomas
i v
Kemper, Richard
H I
Khoo, Jit S.
I l l
King, Scott
I
Kirby, Lynn
H I
Kleinman,
Ronald
n
Klemm, R. C.
I I
Knapp, Richard
i
Kraus, Donald
i
Kury, Wilson
m
Kurz, Charles
I I I
Lambert Philip
i v
Lawson, John
.
I V
L e e ,R a n d o l p h
iv
Leichtling, J. J.
iv
Lenik, Wayne
I
Lessem, Peter
n
Lestz, Michael
i
Levitsky, Carl '
n
Lloyd, David
iy
Loeb, John G.
ni
Lombardo, Richard
iv
Lomberg, N. J.
I
Lubans, Valdis
ni
Lundeen, Stephen
I
Lundgreh, Dwight
iv
MacDonald, Wm. R.
i
MacGregor, Ian
iv
Magary, Douglas
iv
Makransky, M. J.
I
Maltz, Arnold
i
Mandly, Gedffrey
Marimow, William

I
I

Martin, Donald
n
Martin, Joel
n
McCrudden, C.
n
McCrudden, M. J.
IV
McCurdy, C. J,
iv
McKeigue, Joseph
n
Mellon, Peter
iv
Mendelson, Alan
I
Miles, Keith
n
Miller, Marvin
I
MiUett, Mark
i
Mitchell, Thomas
' iy
Monks, James
n
Moreland, R. S.
JII
Mouradian, William
n
Mullarkey, Edward
m
Murphy, Philip
iv
Nathanson, James
n
Nickle, John
I
Nolan, Lee
iy
Novakowski, F. R.
iv
O'Neal, John
ni
Orem, Nicholas
m
Palmer, Gerald
iv
Parrack, Edward
I
n i
Pastore, Thomas
Pastore, William
, III
Pataky, Paul
IV
Perhonis, Peter
IV
Phelps, Kenneth
I
Pierce, Robert
IV
Ratcliffe, R.
in
Rath, Richard
III
Ratner, Ellis
IV
Ratzan, Richard
III
- Raws, Alfred
III
Rehse, Don
I
Resnlck, Peter
III
Rice, Edward
IV
Richmond, Michael
II
RIker, Joseph
II
Robertson, James
I
Robinson, Glenn
in
Roos, William
IV
Roth, Zygmund
I
Salomon, Morton
III
Sanders, Charles
ni
Scatton, Barry
I
Scheinberg, Paul
III
Schoen, Victor
I V
S c h o t t , . T h o m a s ;•: , I I
. Schumaker,'James
I
Schwartzman, Arnold, IV

Seidel, David
Severns, WUllam
Sharpies, R. J.
Shepard, James
Sherrill, R.
Silver man, H.
Sjoholm, John
Sllngluff, Wayne
Smith, Scott
Sniffen, Ernest
Snyder, Charles
Spaulding, L. O.
Stauffer, Alfred
Stephens; William
Stevens, John
Stone, Dwain
Stoykovich, P.

I
IV
I
IV
I
5th Yr

in

I
II
IV
IV
I
IV
I
I
IV

IV

Strout, Dana
III
S u l k o w s k l , H u b e r t u s IV
Sullivan, Richard
n
Suplee, Curtis
IV
Swanson, James
n
i
Taylor, Grantley
Taylor, James
in
Tilki, John'
IV
Trachtenberg, D.
IV
IV
Tribken, Bennett
IV
True, John
Tuttle, Robert
in
II
Tyner, Richard
Ulrich, Edward
in
i
Vogelgesang, J. M.
Walker, Paul
n
Ward, David
m
Watson, James
n
Wattenberg, H. L.
in
Weinberg, Michael
in
Weinstein, Alan
in
West, William
in
IV
Wharton, William
White, Geoffrey
in
White, Robert
, IV v
W h i t t e m o r e , A n t h o n y i v •:
IV . "
Wiedemann, G. S.
• ni
Wild, Peter
II
WiUiams, Ernest
IV
Williams, Thomas
IV
Wltherwax, J.
Witter, Philip
in
IV
Wodatch, John
II.
Woodruff, B.
Wrzosek, H.
in
Zarr, Thomas
nr ,

Dogged Dissension | Why WeMust Stay
Dear Dean Heath:

Dear

I a l s o h a v e ap r o b l e m . A s t h e F I R S T f r a t e r n a l d o g i n
r e c e n t y e a r s u p o n t h i s c a m p u s , Is p e n t m y e a r l y d a y s
in relative freedom. To be sure, there were times
when my love for sports overcame my good sense;
but on the whole I have contributed a great deal to
the cultural and esthetic level of Trinity. Now I find
my roaming shackled because o f the influx o
. P H I D E A U X - C O M E - L A T E L I E S t ot h e c a m p u s . I S
this justice?
Your directive on fraternal dogs came as a
shock to me. First, you asked that we be "in the
control" of our "masters" at all times. Now, Dean,
since when did a freedom-loving
dog ever
assume
fealty to aHUMAN? While we may, at certain times,
pretend to obey commands, you will usually find that
this is amere subterfuge which we employ to garner
food, yummies, or attention; thus to speak of our
MASTERS
is to be totally irrelevant and foolish.
Second, you ask that Iand my fellow canines stay
away from the Library and the Chapel. This is indeed a great hindrance to our sense of literary
achievement and spiritual consolation. As a matter
o f f a c t , I n o w • f i n d i tv i r t u a l l y i m p o s s i b l e t o g e t
books for my History Thesis, and Jessica has told
me personally thatshe has trouble entering the Chapel
for meditation. This is certainly an unwarranted infringement, since I have not marked any books with a
single paw-print, and Jessica has rarely drooled on a
Hymnal.
„
•
Finally, because of your directive, We have all been
deprived of a most valuable and healthful form of
exercise. I know that over my long reign at Trinity
I have only been able to maintain my high level of cond i t i o n i n gt h r o u g h d i l i g e n t e f f o r t .T o a s s u m e t h a t m e r e
HUMANS will be able to escort me in my romping
is preposterous. To refuse to consider this fact is
to deny the old adage "Sanis Canis estSanis Corpus."
_ Please, Dean, heed my pleal If you can't let us
back on the campus, at least provide us with proper
cultural and recreational facilities (perhaps an occasional SDS poster to chew on, or special lectures
to supplement the educational conversation in our
homes), in this way, we can be true Trinity Canines,
truly Gentle Dogs without Collars.
GRINCH

by William T. Barrante

Roy,

I was moved practically to tears when John told
me of the problem you so eloquently stated last
week in the TRIPOD.
Had I known you were so
concerned
I would have jcommunicated
long ago.
There are, however, several realities which, now
that you
have your promotion, you should face.
f .I can understand the dim view you takeo f
" a s k i n g s t u d e n t s t oh e l p . " T h e y d o t e n d t o b e
uncooperative' when dealing with a problem
which
doesn't, really affect them,
.It seems, moreover, that the lamentable
clamor which you have been hearing has come primarily
from various sectors of the Administration. Now I
have nothing against Mr. Kurth or Mr, Engley,
but you would not catch, me dead in that smelly
field house (after all, I am a lady) or in the dry,
sterile library
where
a dog couldn't find a softplace to lie down anywhere.
I can even find a good
word for Mr. Tomat, not that I think much of the '
food in the Cave. But my point Is that this college wasn't built for administrators, but. for students. I f the students don't mind dogs, (and besides Joe Hourihan, I've heard none complain,)
then why must the Bureaucracy take it upon themselves to raise such ahue and cry?
':
Now I realize that Mr. Tomat might look with a
jaundiced eye at Ralph (a noble soul, but aface only
a mother could love) being indiscreet against a table
leg in the Cave, but instead of involving the ponderous machinery of the College he could do one of
two things: 1) shoo him out. Us dogs, as my master
will tell you, learn quite fast If.we are told to do
something in afirm, business-like way. Or he could
2) contact ,the appropriate- student leaders (the
Medusa, I'm sure would be glad to help) if the dog
p r o v e d t o o f e r o c i o u s . "T h i s w o u l d m a k e t h e s t u d e n t s
feel much better about their role in helping to run
this community.
In closing, I would like to ask two further questions: first, why don't you ship your "genial College
Counselor" to to the dog pound where he belongs
for a comment
like that, and, second,
whatever
happened to YOUR dog, George?
Your obedient servant,
Jessica

Liberals also' complain that there
are no free elections in South
Vietnam. This is also true. But
I might remind them that there
were no free elections held during the American War of Independence, nor in Britain during
World War II. Conditions of war
make It difficult to hold elections.
Is Vietnam ready for democracy? According to James. McGreggor Burns, there are four
prerequisites
for astable
democracy: (1) a stable economy,
(2)
an educated populace, (3) suitable social conditions, and (4)
acceptance of democratic ideals.
Needless to say,
none of these
exist in Vietnam today, and there
is little chance that they would
exist
under Communism,
especially after Ho Chi Mlnh starts
executing all his political enemies.
But this makes no differenceto our
Liberal friends; "We must democratize the world!" theykeep sayi n g . F i n e a n d d a n d y ! B u t f i r s t*
.m a k e s u r e t h a t t h e w o r l d i s r e a d y
for democracy!

Ther.e has been much criticism
recently of American policy i n
Vietnam by various segments of
the Liberal Paranoia, such as
the Students for aDemocratic
Society. The contention seems to be
that the United States has n o
business being there, and that
our continuing the war is preventing free elections and stifling
the chances for democracy. One
SDS member,
i nf a c t , ' t o l d m e
that the people of South Vietnam
should,be allowed to choose their
own dictator.
There is a lot of fallacious
reasoning about holding free elections
In Vietnam.
In the first place,
what makes the Liberals think
that the elections would be free
In North Vietnam? In order to
have free elections, the
Communists would have to stop being
Communists
for a couple
o f
months. Ho Chi Mlnh rules North
Vietnam with an iron hand: witness the revolt that broke out In
Another Liberal contention is that
his own province on
November
2, 1956, which was crushed by Ho Chi Minh would set up a Titoist regime and be abulwark against
H o ' s troops. . • ' • • ' , • '
Red China. This might be true,
If elections were held and the b u t U n c l e H o w i l l n o t l a s t f o r e v e r .
Communists did win, this would H i s s u c c e s s o r m a y b e p r o - C h i n mean the end of democracy in e s e . T h e r i s k i s t o o g r e a t t o m a k e .
i t is necessary
that
Vietnam. Can anyone name
a Therefore
Communist government that was t h e U n i t e d S t a t e s s t a y i n S o u t h
voted out of office? There is no V i e t n a m u n t i l t h e c o u n t r y i s f r e e
indication that Ho Chi Mlnh would v f r o m C o m m u n i s t a g g r e s s i o n . S o u t h
submit to UN control to make sure V i e t n a m m a y n o t b e t h e p a r a g o n o f
that elections would be held pe- d e m o c r a c y , b u t a t l e a s t t h e d o o r
to democracy
will be open. A Comriodically.
The Liberals complain that Am- m u n i s t " r e g i m e I n S o u t h V i e t n a m
erica, is . supporting an author!- • w o u l d c l o s e t h a t d o o r . T h e U . S .
to Saigon, and
tarian dictatorship in the South. h a s a c o m m i t m e n t
This, of course, is true. But the i t i s o u r d u t y t o k e e p t h a t c o m m i t authoritarian dictatorship in. Sai- m e n t , W a r i s i n d e e d h e l l , b u t t o t a l gon is preferable to the totalitar- i t a r i a n i s m i s a g r e a t e r h e l l . T h i s i s
•
ian, collectivist one in Hanoi. The t h e p r i c e o f l i b e r t y .
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Holland Named.Hobart President
variety of collegiate posts, both
academic and administrative.
"Speaking personally and perhaps
even selfishly, I am not only 'relaxed' in his coming to our colleges, I am Impatiently expectant."
Mr. Holland, born inWanamassa,
N. J., entered Trinity as an undergraduate in 1930. Illness forced
him to leave college In 1933. In
1935 he went to Berlin, Germany,
to workatthelnstitutfuerKonjunkturschung to edit the "Weekly Economic Report."
From 1936 to 1940 he also served
as assistant to the general manager
in Europe for Brown Harrlman &
Co., Inc. With Germany plunging
Europe Into war, he returned to
New York in 1940 and wrote the
first survey of the financing of- the
American aviation industry, for
Brown Harrlman.
Mr. Holland went to Manila in
1941 as assistant to the vice president of the North Negros Sugar
Company, but again was pursued
by war. When the Japanese Invaded the Philippines shortly after
Pearl Harbor, he was among the
American, British and other nationals interned at Santo Tomas
University.
During his Internment, Mr. Holland became one of the prison camp
leaders and was in charge of all
liaison with the Japanese on releases and welfare, After his release, he received a commendation
for his prison camp service.

(Continued from Page 1)
Mr. Holland reentered Trinity in
September, 1945, and was graduated the following June with honors in history and modern languages. His academic record for
that year was one of the highest
in the College's history.
Upon graduation he was appointed Director of Admissions here,
Dean of Freshmen, and, in November, became assistant to President G. Keith Funston. He formed
the first Freshmen Advisory Committee at the College and served as
its chairman for seven years.
Mr. Holland established the development work at Trinity in 1953
and has been director and vice
president of that office. He has
guided three capital campaigns
which have raised more than $10,000,000 for the college. He is
currently directing a $6,600,000
drive to match the $2,200,000 challenge grant from the Ford Foundation.
He has also been active in alumni and parent fund programs. Under
his guidance, the alumni fund has
risen from annual giving of $19,000 and 22% alumni participation
in 1949 to the present level of
$165,000 and over 55% participation.
Instrumental In establishing the
first full-time admissions department at the College in 1946. Mr,
'Holland served as director of the
office for seven years. One of his
major accomplishments in this
field was his administration P - 1

Little Sleep Lost
Over Saga Hours
"The switch waS' made from the
viewpoint of satisfying oiir customers," said George Koenig,
manager of Saga Wod^ Service,;
commenting on the change in freshmen dining hours effective at the
beginning of this term.
The freshmen dining hall is now
open for breakfast from 7:30 8:30 a.m., for lunch from 11:00 1:00 p.m., and dinner is served
from 5:15 to 6;30 p.m. Last semester, the dining hg.ll was open
a half hour longer at breakfast,
and opened a half hour later for
lunch; dinner hours were! identical with present times.
Mr. Koenig stated that he "knew
there would be gripes," Taut felt
that the change had to be made
in order to improve the noon
meal.
He stressed that the e;:tra time
resulting from the earlier breakfast closing enables not only kitchen workers to improve the quality of the food, but also provides
for better service at lunch by
allowing opening at 11:00 instead
of 11:30.
There were no financial motives
involved In making the change,
said Mr. Koenig. He pointed out
that breakfast attendance is down
only 30 students from last term,
and when one considers the fact
that 20 less students are eating
in the dining hall this, semester,
the differential shrinks to 10 or
15 students.
Mr. Koenig feels that the change
has worked well, even better, than
he anticipated. Rush lines are not
now prevalent at lunch as they
were last semester. Other changes
have also been made to increase
quality and efficiency. In fact, from

a purely financial point-of-view,
labor costs have been Increased
this semester by $200 per week;
Among students eating in the dining hall, there seems to be agreement on the benefit derived, either
directly or indirectly, in the form
of shorter lines, from the lengthening of lunch hours. As one student points out, the change is good
for those with sports in the afternoon.
There were, however, critical
opinions concerning breakfast
hours. ,Keely Costello '68 stated
that His schedule for this term was
organized (all 9:30 classes) under
the assumption that •the breakfast
hours would be unchanged. He
pointed out that, by getting up for
breakfast at 8:30, he loses a half
hour sleep every morning.
The obvious conclusion that can
be drawn from student comment
is that students withall8:30 classes are effected by the change only
favorably, while a number of students with 9:30 classes are not
pleased with the switch in dining
hours.

supervision of the Illinois scholarship endowment program which
now supports more than 34 undergraduates from'that state.
For distinguished contributions
to the College, Mr. Holland was
chosen by the alumni in 1958 to receive their highest award of
achievement, the Eigenbrodt Trophy. In that same year, he received his Master's degree in
history.
Mr. Holland's contributions to the
community of Greater Hartford
have been numerous. He was the
first man to lead the Community
Chest in two campaigns and later
served the Chest as a director
and vice president.
The new Hobart president has
served also as a director and
president of the Hartford Symphony Society and has held similar posts with the Charter Oak
Council, Boy Scouts of America.
In 1962, Mr. Holland received
national notice as leader of the
successful efforts to secure commutation of the death sentence of
Benjamin Reed.
Governor John Dempsey of Connecticut last year appointed him
to represent Connecticut colleges
and universities on the board of
the new Foundation for Financial
Assistant to Higher Education. He
has served as a vestryman
of Trinity Episcopal Church and
is now vice chairman of the Board
of Trustees of New Horizons, Inc.,
an organization devoted to a fuller
life for severely handicapped men
and women.
Discussing his plans alter taking over the Hobart presidency,
Mr. Holland commented:
"First, I will find out what the
people at Hobart arid William Smith
Colleges think; the trustees, the
faculty, the administration, and
the students. Then perhaps I can
develop some Ideas as to how the
colleges might eyolye. A|,,piy gfe
en moment, an institution is the
product of the goals, hopes and
dreams of those who have led
it over the years,
"These goals, hopes and dreams
must be looked upon with respect,
gratitude, and affection. The development of a college is always
gradual and must grow from the
roots up, not from the branches
down. Therefore, I •will go to
Geneva at the- end of June with
no fixed plans, but to listen and
to learn."
Mr. Holland will become the 20th
president of the College. He takes
over a post where his predecessor
has given leadership during the
erection of nine major buildings,
the raising of more than $4,000,000, the greatest sum. in the Colleges' history, revision of the
curriculum, upgrading of faculty
salaries, increase in student enrollment, doubling of endowment
funds and nearly tripling the total
net worth of the colleges.

Coll Seeks Assistance
For Revitalization Corps
This week Hartford's Revitalization Corps will be asking the
Trinity campus what it can do for
the community.
Under the direction of Edward
T. Coll, president and founder of
the Corps, and Henri P. Junod
'66, member of the Corps' associate board, the Revitalization
Corps plans a three-day program
to expose Trinity to the various
aspects of the organization and to
its philosophy.
The kick-off to the Corps' campus viialization program begins
today. Mr, Coll plans a full alternoon of door-to-door visits to
the freshmen in an effort to enlist
their assistance. Mr, Coll will
end his day on campus with dinner at Delta Phi,
Wednesday, Feb. 23, girls from
Hartford College for Women will
be at Trinity to distribute fliers
and leaflets concerning the Corps
activities and goals. These girls
are active in the Corps and will
be prepared to answer any questions about the organization.
A seminar on the Revitalization
Corps and the College campus at
10 p.m. Thursday in Alumni Lounge
will complete the Corps' membership drive at Trinity. The seminar will feature Corps volunteers
active in the areas of tutoring,
prison rehabilitation, and Spanish
programs. Junod and Lloyd Kramer '69, President of the FEC,
will discuss the merits of the
Corps.
In response to the "Tripod" feature on the Corps (Nov. 16, '65)
already about 15 Trinity students
are active corpsmen. Richard L.
Hoffman '69, R, Jerome Makran-

College Relations
Takes Over PR
*Iri of der to; clear' up the confusion arising from having an Office of College Relations and an Office of Public Relations, the College has recently combined these
two offices. The resulting office
will be known as "College Relations."
Mr. Kenneth C. Parker has been
named Associate Director of College Relations and Director of
Publications for the College. Mr.
L. Barton Wilson III Is now the
Acting Director of College Relations. He temporarily replaces
Mr. Robert Harron, who has been
111 since December and is now
recuperating in Columbia Presbyterian Hospital In New York.
Mr. Harron Is expected to return
to Hartford next week.

sky '69, and Junod participate in
the Wednesday night tutoring program at St. John's Evangelical
Church. The guidance counselling
program, an extension of tutoring
which strives for a more personal relationship with the tutee outside the classroom, involves Douglas J. Gregor '69, Edward G. Hazen
'69, Carl M. Levitsky '68, Robert
G. Pine '68, Zygmund Roth '69,
and David R. Stern '69. Mark M.
Kindley '69 is working in prison
rehabilitation.
Students interested in participating in the,work of the Revitalization Corps should- contact Henri Junod through Box 773 or telephone 249-0973.

Trinity AAUP
Backs Teachers
At St. John's U
The Trinity College chapter of
the American Association of University Professors has taken a
strong stand supporting the dismissed teachers of St. John's University.
In their semi-annual meeting on
February 14, the Trinity College
chapter voted unanimously to support in its entirety a resolution
adopted earlier by representatives
from thirty institutions in the New
York City area. The motion protests the firing of 23 members of
St. John's University faculty and
urges that "continuing efforts
should be made to persuade St.
John's University to reinstate the
dismissed teachers."
In addition, the motion urged
"professors with graduate responsibilities....to advise students not
to accept positions at St. John's
University until the current, violations have been rectified."
The motion also recommended an
immediate investigation by the national AAUP, 'the New York State
Board of Regents, and the Middle
States Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools,
• The Trinity chapter also agreed
that under present conditions at
St. John's it is not a breach of
professional ethics either to refuse to cross the picket line or
to refuse to accept the teaching
obligations of a dismissed colleague.
St. John's University in Brooklyn, New York, has been under
fire since December 15, when it
sent termination notices to 31
members of its faculty.

TRINITY GENTLEMEN
DANCE
from 9-1:00 a.m.

COLLEGE VIEW SERVICE
360 New Britain Ave.
[Just West of Summit St. Gate)

At The Roundtahle
15 Asylum Avenue
Coat & Tie Required

Wed. - Sat. Evenings

Offering Mobil Products
Complete Automotive Service
Free Pickup & Delivery Service
7 a.m. - 10 p.m. Weekdays • 8 a.m. - 10 p.m. Sundays
_•
249-3212

TRINITY CAMPUS LAUNDRY
'y

diamonds, watches, silver

smart habit!
shop savitt!
35 Asylum St., Hartford

VISIT!
FRIENDLY ICE CREAM SHOP
at Maple Ave. & Broad Street

Featuring the Finest
In Sandwiches & fee Cream
BIG BEEF
AWFUL AWFUL
50c
36c

Sweaters

• Special This Week
•'.•;•; • O n e D a y S e r v i c e

-.]•:'

•.••

J [ T •

;: ;' 'Y:

• Complete Laundry and Dry Cleaning Services
• Expert Tailoring
Basement Cook A
All But The Linen Service Will Be
Open On Saturday 9:30-1:00
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Ornafi...
(Continued from Page 1)
notion of community, especially
among the poor in cities, of gaining maximum community participation in government programs,
and of encouraging research and
demonstration projects he added
are "first, new, second, bold, and
third, damn good."
Finally Dr.- Ornati emphasized
that one of the primary objectives of his work was to gain the
cooperation of all government
agencies in flghtingpoverty around
the country. When the O.E.O. was
set up, he noted, it was placed in
the executive office of the president, not under a cabinet officer.
The result has been a very strong
ability to coordinate all government planning.

" OSCAR ORNATI, discussed the role of the Office of Economic
oi Opportunity in combating poverty across the nation in the Goodnl- win Theatre, Wednesday morning.. (Lubans Photo)

The overall attempt of the Office has been to bring the bureaucracy and the country as a whole
to the realization that it is the
duty of the affluent to aid those
who have not done so well. He
admitted that although this would
be a long process, some results
were being felt already.
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Li E* Williams to Speak
On Assimilated Chinese
Dr. Lea E. Williams, professor
of political science at Brown University, will speak on "The Assimilation of the Overseas Chinese of Southeast Asia" In Wean
Lounge on Thursday evening at
7:45.
Vice-Consul in the U.S. Foreign
Service in China from 1944 to
1948, he published a book, OVERSEAS CHINESE NATIONALISM, in
1960.
Dr. Williams is a member of
Phi Beta Kappa, Assn. lor-Asian
Studies, Royal Asiatic Society (Malayan Branch) and South Seas Society (Singapore).
In 1959, he received a joint r e search grant from the American
Council of Learned Society and
the Social Science Research Council. The Council gave him a further grant two years later.
Visiting professor of history at
the University of Singapore 196163, he is now a member of a research project on China under
the auspices of the Council on
Foreign Relations.
'

In addition to his duties at Brown,
Dr. Williams served as a visitIng professor at the Fletcher
School of Law and Diplomacy from
1964-65.

L. E. Williams

Placement
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 23
Campbell Sales Company
Connecticut Printers, Inc.
New York Life Insurance Co.
Polaroid Corporation,
Madison, Conn. Public School
System
THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 24
Bullard Co.
National Commercial Bank &
Trust Co. (Albany)
Richardson-MerrelL
Inc.
(Vick Chemical Co.)
Warwick & Legler-, Inc.
Fidelity-Philedelphia
Trust
Company > i\ •.'. *
FRIDAY,. FEBRUARY 25
General Electric Co. (Science)
Heublein, Inc.
Richardson-Merrell,
Inc.
(Vick Chemical Co.)
Socony Mobil oil Company,
Inc.
Sprague Electric Company
MONDAY, FEBRUARY 28 •
Bethlehem Steel Co.
Deering Milliken & Company,
Inc.
Ford Motor Company
Hartford Insurance Group
Madison, New Jersey Public
School System
TUESDAY, MARCH 1
Hotel Corporation of America
John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Co.
Prudential Insurance Company
Smith, Barney & Company

Swimmers Lose
Meet, Records
Amherst's varsity swimming
team swept eight events to beat
Trinity, 71-24, last Wednesday.
The loss was the Bantams' third
in eight meets.
Coach ,Robert Slaughter had aimed
to set two new college records in
the 400 yard medley relay and the
500 yard freestyle. The relay team
of Bacon, Bedrick, Tyler and Roth
won but missed the college markby
almost two seconds.
Duff Tyler won the 500 yard
freestyle In a time of 5:21.1, and
set a new pool record, but fell
a
\most ten seconds short of his
<• own college mark.
Stoeckle of Amherst took two
arsts with wins in the 50 ai.d
iuo yard freestyle races. Paul
Lundab, the Lord Jeff diver, was
aoie to build up a total of 218.2
Points and capture the diving competition easily over the Bantams'
•Pat Redmond.

Ford Motor
is:
diversity

The college graduate's initial exposure to the
world of business is often less than exhilarating.
The reason? A great many companies require the
recent graduate to serve a long-term apprenticeship in a role that offers little or no opportunity
to demonstrate personal capabilities. That is not
the way at Ford Motor Company. Our College
Graduate Program brings you into contact with
many phases of business, encourages self-expression
and helps you—and us—determine where your
greatest potential lies. An important benefit of the
Larry Moore
B.M.E,, Univ. of Kansas
Program is getting to know and work with some
of the most capable people in industry. One of many young men who
'believes he has gained tremendously from this exposure and experience is
Larry Moore, a Product Design engineer.
After receiving his B.M.E. in February, 1964, Larry joined our College
Graduate Program and began work in brake design. Stimulating assignments followed in product evaluation and disc brake development. Later,
he learned production techniques while supervising one phase of the
Mustang assembly line operations. An assignment in our Truck Sales
Promotion and Training Department added still another dimension to his
experience. The "big picture" of product development was brought into
focus for Larry when he became associated with Thunderbird Product
Planning. From there he moved to the Special Vehicles Section , . .into
the exciting world of high-performance cars!
Currently, Larry Moore is on leave of absence, studying to acquire his
M.B.A. degree at Michigan State. He feels--and rightly so—that we're
100 percent behind his desire to.improve his educational background.
Young men with talent, initiative and ambition can go far with Ford
Motor Company. Think about it—and talk to pur representative when
he next visits your campus.
,

The American Road, Dearborn, Michigan

. An equal opportunity employer
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Bench Comes Alive/Downs Wes, 101-94
by Nels Olson

Jim Belfiore and Ed Landes delivered their typically fine performances Tuesday night, but it
was Coach Shults' reserves that
saved the day as the Bantams
gained basketball revenge, 101-94,
over the "Werle- Birds" of Wesleyan.
Three bench-men, Mike Hickey,
Jim Stuhlman, and "Bat" Zillmer
scored 18, 17, and 14 points respectively, while regulars Landes
and Belfiore contributed 16 and 19
points and Joe Hourihan and Don
Overbeck only nine and seven
points.
Balanced scoring characterized
the game's first minutes, and at
the 16 minute mark, the score was
tied. However, only the accuracy
of Landes, who scored 12 of his
16 points in the first half, kept
the Bantams on par with the spirited Wesleyan squad.

Trln's weak defense was given a minutes. The score, with two minlift when Stuhlman and, Hickey utes remaining in the half was
entered the game at the 15 minute 46-45.
Belfiore and Hickey stretched the
mark. An effective press, steals,
and hot shooting buoyed the Ban- margin to 50-45, but the Cardtams to a 30-21 lead as the first inals rallied for four more conquarter ended. Then, Stuhlman's secutive points, and the score at
alert play and Hickey's long shoot- half time stood at 50-49.
Wesleyan began the second half
ing extended this advantage to 38with a rush. Trin's poor defense
25.
But Wesleyan tallied six conse- and cold shooting contributed to
cutive points to reduce the Trin their slump, and after three minadyantage to a slender five point utes of play, the Cardinals led
margin, 38-31, with six minutes 59-53.
Encouraged by eight quick points
left in the half.
The Bantam's Hickey, with the by Hickey, Trin reduced their debt
help of Hourihan and Landes, to three points, 72-75, at the 12
turned the tide again and one minute mark and with the assistminute and six consecutive points ance of Belfiore regained the lead,
later, the "Trinity Five" had re- 78-77, after 10 minutes in the secgained a respectable 44-31 lead. ond half.
Assisted by an effective press and
But the see-saw was only starting
to swing, and the Cardinals pro- six consecutive scores, the Banceeded to decapitate the Trin ad- tams extended their lead to 84vantage, scoring 14 points to the 79, and then, after another quick six
home team's one in the next three straight by Belfiore and Landes,
the score stood at 90-80 with
six minutes left in the game.
Two ofWesleyan's starters fouled
out and at the four minute mark,
the Bantams began to stall on offense. A weak Cardinal rally made
the score 96-90 with two minutes
remaining, but the Bantam's held
and Pete Berger also scored in their lead to win, 101-94,
The victory was the first varsity
double figures and eleven of the
thirteen players who saw action win for head coach Robbie Shults
over the Wesmen. In two attempts
scored.
last year, the Cardinals emerged
DuPont was the leading rebounder victorious, and everything points
for the Bantams, and Jack God- to a showdown between the clubs
frey the best ball-hawk, with nine ' next Wednesday in the Wesleyan
fieldhouse.
saves to his credit.

Frosh Raise Record to 9-3
After Splitting Two Games
Bringing its record to 9-3, Trinity's freshmen basketball team
split two games last week, losing to Wesleyan, 64-62, on Tuesday night, and then upending Trinity-Pawling, 84-75, on Friday.

JUMPING JIM-- Trinity's Jim Stuhlman (32) leaps over the outstretched arms of a Wesleyan defender to sink two points in last
Tuesday's 101-94 victory over the Cardinals. Stuhlman came off
the bench and scored 17 points to help wreck the Werle-Birds in
a game that was highlighted by the fine play of the Bantam second string. (Hatch Photo)

Trin Again Puts Wes on Ice
But St. Mark's Ends Streak
On excellent ice at the Choate
rink in Wallingford last Tuesday,
the Wesleyan hockey team attempted to avenge its previous
loss to Trinity and failed, as the
Bantam icemen scored a 5-2 romp.
Capitalizing on several 2-on-l
and3-on-2 plays, Tony Bryant and
Henry Barkhausen each managed
to push two goals past Wesleyan's
second-string goalie, while Butch

Fencers Short
Circuit SMIT
Overcoming electrical difficulties, the Trinity fencing team travelled to Southern Massachusetts
Institute of Technology this Saturday and defeated the new squad
18-7 for its fourth victory of the
season.
Electrical problems with the
scoring devices halted play and
dragged the normal threja hour contest on for an extra hour. Finally with two epee bouts yet to be
fenced, the swordsmen were forced
to relinquish the gym toS.M.I.T.'s
basketball team, which was scheduled to play a game that evening.
To liven up the long afternoon!
Jeff Dupree, in the foil bouts,
and Harry Wood, in the sabre
events, had perfect days on the
strip for the victors. Wilson Kury
won his only two epee bouts.by
the scores of 5-2 and 5-0.Rounding out the tallying for the
Bantams were Rod Wood and Colin Kaufman, who had two wins
apiece, while Mike McLean and
Ken Button each added a point
in the &pee events. Rick Kuehn
and Emil Angelica registered wins
v/lth the foil and sabre respectively.
The surprise of the afternoon
came when Trin Captain and first
'oil
man Leif Melchior substituted
:.r> the sabre and won.

McDonald scored once. Maintaining its lead from the first goal,
the Bantams brought their season's record to 5-0.
The score of the game last Saturday at St. Mark's School was .
also 5-2, but St. Mark's, playing on its own rink, was- the
victor. Tony Bryant again rammed
the puck into the net twice, but
the other Bantams failed to find
the mark. And five shots by the
well-drilled, • Jmrd-skating prep
school team made their way past.
Bantam goalie Sandy Tilney.
Sporting a 5-1 record, the Bantam hockey team next takes on
Rutgers this Saturday at 5j30 on
the Colt Park ice.

In Tuesday's contest, the freshmen jumped out to an early lead,
which they soon increased to fourteen points. Wesleyan, however,
roared back in the final minutes
of the first half and took a 3229 lead into the locker room.
Wesleyan and Trinity traded baskets through most of the second
half until the Bantams finally tied
the game with. .abo.ui,tbxae. jrninutes remaining. The lead then seesawed back-and-forth until the
Cardinals pulled out to a four
point lead, via foul shooting. They
never lost this lead;
Pete Clark led the scoring for .
Trinity with 19 points. He was
followed by Don Martin's 12 points
and Larry DuPont's 10 points.
On Friday night, the frosh converted 28 of, 42 foul shots to
overcome their third straight "offnight" from the floor and defeated
Trinity-Pawling.
The line-up saw five new faces
after the freshmen hoopsters could
not get a sustained rally going,
and by half-time they could only
manage a 39-38 lead. Improving
in the second half, the frosh were
able to build their lead to fifteen
points at one time, and then they
coasted to their nine-point victory.
Pete Clark and Larry DuPont
led the scoring with 17 and 16
points respectively. Don Martin

WHAT'S A POALR BEAR?-= Just as its bench appeared somewhat confused last Friday, the starting lineup of Bowdoin's
basketball team was unable to contain the Bantams. Led by captain Jim Belfiore, who scored 29 points, Trinity won the game
98-89. Maybe Bowdoin did see a POALR Bear?

UP AND IN-- Freshman Pete Burger (21) softly taps a shot into
the basket in last Friday's game as an unidentified TrinityPawling player i seems to be throwing a cross body block on Ron
Martin (15). The freshmen won and extended their record to 9-3.
(Rosenblatt Photo)

Back-to-Back Wins End
Busy Week of Basketball
Playing Friday night and Saturday afternoon, Trinity's varsity .
basketball squad completed a busy
week of hoop action with victories
over Bowdoin and Kings Point,
and extended its record to 15-3.
Friday night, the Bantams met
the Polar Bears of Bowdoin at
home. Using 29 points by Jim
Belfiore, 18 by Ed Landes and
16 by Jim Stuhlman, the Bantams
coasted to an easy 98-89 win.
After a tight first quarter,, the
Bantams broke the game wide open
with a spurt to lead 40-29 with
about five minutes remaining in
the half: The Polar Bears then
came alive, however, and when
the buzzer sounded, they were only
down by three,! 47-44.
With the second half came the
Bantams'' turn to acquire a "hot
hand." Belfiore and Landes kept
dropping in shot after shot, and
with four minutes left to play,
Trinity had an 18 point advantage.

Coach Shults then cleared the
bench, and taking advantage of
the situation, the visitors from
Maine cut into the Bantams lead,
but it was too late.
On the afternoon after the night
before, the Bantams captured their
fifteenth win of the season by
trouncing the Mariners from Kings
Point, 92-74. Hitting on 41 of
73 field goal attempts for a .56
percentage, the Bantams found
clear sailing and had no trouble
with the Mariners.
After grabbing a 43-33 half-time
lead,- the Bantams widened the
gap slightly. With eight minutes
left to play, Kings Point put on
its only rally of the day and cut
the lead to six points. However,
14 straight Trinity points ended
that threat.
Landes led all scorers with 28
points; Belfiore had 18 and Don
Overbeck netted 16. Stuhlman was
the only other Bantam to crack
double figures with 13 points.

